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The Michigan Corrections Organization, working in collaboration with the Michigan
Department of Corrections, the Michigan State Police, and the Prosecuting Attorneys Association, recently launched an initiative to reduce “dignity assaults” upon the corrections employees. The definition of dignity assaults includes actions of inmates who throw feces at
staff, as well as those who sexually expose themselves to staff members. These organizations are committed to taking a firm stand against dignity assaults, which includes actions to
ensure criminal prosecution of these crimes (MCO Report, 2017).
The action of the agencies in Michigan sheds light on serious issues faced by all staff
in corrections. This article will focus on one type of dignity assault: inmates who sexually
expose themselves to staff members. This type of assault is most commonly directed to
female staff, and these sexually abusive and harassing behaviors are unfortunately a routine
part of the job for many employees. This type of behavior has been widely accepted in the
corrections culture as the cost of allowing women to work in housing areas, and many female employees will be quick to respond that it really doesn’t bother them, and it is “no big
deal.”
In fact, there is evidence that it actually affects the job performance of the female
staff and increases the overall sexualization of the environment. It is a big deal not only for
our employees, but there is evidence that it also affects public safety. Heil, Harrison, English
and Ahlmeyer (2009) conducted research to examine the link between prison sexual offending (which included indecent exposure) and community risk. In their introduction to this
work they discussed the attitude of administrators: “Prison administrators have frequently
viewed prison sexual offenses as an artifact of the environment and not indicative of risk in
the community. It is not uncommon in jails and prison for sex offenses to be dismissed as
annoyances, especially the hands-off crimes like exposure and voyeurism.” (p. 902).

(More on page 7.)
(Continued on page 2)
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This same view—that these behaviors lack seriousness—was also attributed to the actions of prosecutors: “In
cases where criminal charges are pursued, prosecutors may view these crimes as internal prison matters, and may be
reluctant to devote limited resources to prosecute offenders who are already incarcerated.” (p. 903).
Heil et al. (2009) reaffirmed that prior sexual offenses are one of “the strongest predictors of subsequent sex
crime arrests and convictions” (p. 903). In their study, they concluded that when prison sex offenders were compared
with other types of sex offenders, the time elapsing prior to a new criminal offense, or the length of time an offender remains crime-free in the community, revealed that prison sex offenders recidivated in a shorter span of time
than other offenders. The data in this study indicated that, “Offenders who act out in highly structured prison environments are prone to continue criminal behavior in less structured community environments” (p. 905). Therefore,
reducing sexually abusive/harassing behaviors while in prison may further the rehabilitative goals for inmates.
Additional research conducted by Farber (2010) concluded that, “tolerating sexual harassment by prisoners
during their incarceration also develops and reinforces behavior patterns that subsequently are unleashed with brutal
consequences on the general public when such prisoners are released” (p. 9).
The limited research that is available on this topic calls for a different approach to managing sexually abusive/
harassing behavior of inmates who target staff. It is incumbent upon the correctional leaders to help to change the
message. This is a big deal for the employees, other inmates, and the public. As a result, all instances of sexually abusive behavior from inmates must be addressed formally because when incidents are not formally reported, either for
an administrative process or additional criminal charges, this vital information is not available for parole boards, prosecutors, or even parole supervisors. This type documentation is important for designing the most effective approach
to release, supervision, or the response to future criminal behavior. By tolerating this behavior and not making it a
matter of record, corrections systems are doing a disservice to their role in the protection of the public as well as their
own employees.
The acceptance of this type of behavior by inmates, directed at staff, is embedded within the corrections culture. Therefore, in order to curtail this type of sexually abusive behavior from inmates, agencies must make a decision to stop the behavior by addressing it formally. Eliminating or reducing sexually abusive/harassing behaviors from
inmates will improve the corrections work environment as well as increase public safety. We can change the cultural
acceptance of this type of sexually abusive behavior from inmates, but it will take commitment and effort. This is a
change that MUST be made.
(Dr. Jones would love to hear from readers about their experiences regarding managing this type of sexually
abusive/harassing behavior. Please email comments to her at sjjcanoncity@gmail.com.)
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Managing Stress and Dealing with Trauma—Part 2
An Australian Perspective
By Bruce Perham
THE ROLE OF PEER SUPPORT
An Officer commenting on the riot at the Remand Centre: “We were literally running for our lives. My heart was
pumping. I felt such fear about what the prisoners would do to me if I got caught. It was not until the next day that
the full force hit me of what could have been. Family all around were saying, ‘Get out, it is not worth it,’ but my
overwhelming thought was how much I wanted to support my colleagues. I love my job, and I love it due to the
wonderful relationships and support I have amongst my colleagues. I am scared about what might happen when I
go back, and I never want to be in that position again, but I could never ‘walk’ - it is not in my DNA.”
I have heard many comments from Prison Officers who have described collegiate relationships as being critical to
work satisfaction. As one officer commented to me “When you are running in to jump between brawling prisoners,
you really need to be able to implicitly trust each other as our lives may depend on it.” There is something in this
that is unique to probably the Prison system, the Police and the Armed Services. I don’t rely on my colleagues to save
my life, so I don’t have the same “investment” in them. It is not the norm in other professions to have the depth of
trust in colleagues that you have to have in each other in prison work. I suspect that this fosters a deeper level of staff
bonding to support each other through the difficult aspects of the job. As one officer said to me after the riot: “There
are some people in there that I don’t think will ever get over it. We will support them every step of the way, we are
always looking out for each other.”
When you look at the social isolation Prison Officers feel, it is not surprising that most of the job “debriefing” occurs
within the Prison.
“We work with the mentally ill prisoners, and it is always non-stop. It is like a pressure cooker every day and we
have all broken down at some point. I know I have lost it on more than one occasion. We rely on each other at
those times to be able to cry, to vent, to express our frustration and get the support to keep going.”
“It is not that you get on with everybody; there are Officers I simply don’t see eye to eye with. Generally, to survive
though, you will have your key group of Officers that you can rely on no matter what and you can share this stuff
with. If you are a loner or an isolate you won’t survive in this work.”

“For me, I was pushing through as best I could, but a colleague took me aside and said 'You are not right.' She was
right. It had been so in my face, but I hadn’t seen that I was not coping and kind of on auto pilot. I discussed this
with my supervisor and was shifted to a different unit, which made all the difference. We have to look out for each
other as often other officers see what you don’t.”
Comment
This reflection raises lots of issues as you may notice someone is stressed before they acknowledge it to themselves.
The person may become withdrawn or non-communicative. This may come across “as not quite being themselves.”
They may have more of a short fuse and not deal with things the way they would normally. They may become defensive to direction or criticism in any form, and snap back rather than discuss things. They may become more critical of
the environment or structures around them. Sometimes people will avoid doing the more difficult parts of their job or
become a bit teary when under pressure. You may notice they are very up and down or moody. They may become
easily distracted, miss deadlines or lack focus. Often there is an increase in sick leave utilisation.
(Continued on page 4)
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If you notice changes of this nature in a colleague, as a general rule I suggest you give it a few days to see if the person settles down. If nothing changes you could discreetly ask others on the team if they have noticed anything different about the person. If you feel the situation needs to be addressed, the question is who would be the most appropriate person to address it with the person. This will depend a lot on the context. Sometimes a quiet word from a
friend can be sufficient. Other times it may be more appropriate for their manager or senior officer to raise the issue.
Either way, a low key question like “I have noticed you seem a bit flat; how are things going?” is a good opener. This
needs to be raised in a private place/office and not in front of other people. It is what I would call an invitational question. The person may well take the opportunity to share with you what is happening that has affected them. If the
person does not, and responds with “I am fine,” not all is lost. You have tabled that you have noticed the change in
the person and equally importantly demonstrated that you care and are interested to know if the person is okay. I
often find this type of enquiry can activate the person’s thinking about how they are presenting and may be the first
step in them opening up more to those around them.

Dark Humour
“If you were invisible and listened to our conversations, you would at times think we were politically incorrect or
inappropriate. We laugh and joke about what we do and see. While it sounds bad, laughing at some of the situations, it is a coping mechanism. Some of the things we see are so bad, if you didn't use humour to deal with it, I
don’t know what you would do.”
A few weeks after this comment, I was out at the Remand Centre. We went to one unit which had been destroyed
during the riot. Prisoners were screaming out, heads banging on the walls, busting their toilets and so on. One senior
officer was right in the middle of it, when a prisoner yelled out, 'Get me a f.....ing TV, bitch'. This officer calmly walked
to the cell, opened the slit and said, “I am a little bit busy at the moment, but when things settle down, your TV will
be my highest priority.” No one said anything, but there were smirks all around. I could see the funny side!
Comment
The use of humour has long been a way of dealing with very difficult situations. I grew up with the saying, “if you did
not laugh, you would cry.” A reflection I would make however is that these days due to the “political correctness” of
modern workplaces you need to be very aware of context and surroundings!
To be continued in the next issue of the Correctional Oasis.
Bruce Perham is a Mental Health Social Worker, Family, and Narrative Therapist who offers services in Australia through the Employee Assistance Provider Optum. He developed the training program “Managing Stress and Dealing with Trauma,” and delivered it to Prison Officers in
Melbourne's four high security prisons. This paper presents observations Bruce compiled during the trainings. Printed with permission.

© Caterina Spinaris, 2015
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I Can Feel “It”
By Corporal William Young
When I wake up on Monday mornings, I begin my emotional spiral. As I get up and let my dog out I know
that, in less than 16 hours, I will be back at it. My 48-hour furlough is over. Back to the salt mines.

As I sit on my back porch trying to enjoy my first cup of coffee for the day, I can feel my mind gearing up for
all of the ridiculous arguments that I’m pretty sure are going to happen. I steel myself for the barrage of insults and
threats and accusations of unfair treatment and racism. My dog sits at my feet and the birds are chirping and the air
is fresh and the coffee is terrific and I have my feet up but I am not at ease, I am not relaxed.
I can feel “it.” Everyone that has worked in a correctional facility knows what “it” is. “It” is when your mood
starts to darken and you feel the agitation and I hate it. “It” is when you don’t want to be in a bad mood but you are.
“It” is when I’m short with my wife and the kiddos and all I want to do is lay on my couch until it’s time to put on my
uniform and head to work.
This is a ridiculous ritual if you think about it. When I’m at work all I can think about are all the things that I’m
going to do on my weekend (most of which I won’t actually do) and when I’m at home, I spend a lot of time thinking
about the job. Why do I do this? Call it fatigue. Call it burnout. Call it institutionalization. Call “It” whatever you
want to, but “It” sucks.
The worst part for me is watching my family tip toe around me for fear of me lashing out at them because
they know that I’m in the throes of my spiral. Not only does my job affect me in a negative manner, it affects my family as well and that adds to the guilt and the anxiety.
So, there I am, feeling extremely guilty and anxious and inadequate as I sit and stew because no one around
me understands what I am going through. I feel guilty and anxious and inadequate as I pass on playing basketball
with my boys or discussing the budget with my wife. I feel guilty and anxious and inadequate as I over react to the
small things and cause irreparable damage to the ones that I love the most.
As I sit at my work station staring at the beige cinder block walls I swear to myself that I will be better. I
swear that I won’t yell or cuss as much and that I will go to the next family get-together. I make a list of all the things
I want to accomplish on my weekend and I promise to myself that I will do them. The vicious cycle continues and will
continue to do so unless I do something about it.
So what can I do? Well, the first thing that I can do is admit that I have a problem. To admit and identify that
you have an issue that needs some attention is the very first and in my humble opinion the most important step that
you can take. Being aware of your emotions and acknowledging your triggers can help you understand what is going
on and what you need to repair yourself.
Finding the time to decompress or transition from work to home is paramount when battling correctional
fatigue. I use the time that it takes me to travel from work to home to decompress. I don’t turn on the radio or talk
on my cell phone. I just roll down the windows and drive.
(Continued on page 6)
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I Can Feel “It” (continued from page 5)

I also have a strange exercise that I do during my commute home to work on my patience. I purposely drive
the speed limit in the right hand lane. I don’t pass anybody, I just drive. I just drive and I watch all of the other commuters speed and slam on their brakes and whip in and out and switch lanes—and I just smile. I find that there is a
perverse sense of control when others are going crazy around you. It doesn’t work every day, but it does most of the
time. You should try it.
The other thing that I did is I had the very awkward conversation with my wife, who is a working mother of
three, that I need “me time.” I explained that because of the nature of my job I need to have some time that is dedicated not only to my physical health but also my emotional health. She took it well, probably better than I would if
she told me that she needed some “me time.” So, that conversation was the easy part. The hard part was and is actually taking the “me time” that I need to recharge my batteries.
Sitting alone in your den with a stiff drink in your hand may sound enticing, as we often talk about how much
we love our quiet time, but the truth is, isolation as a practice enhances the effect of fatigue. We often talk about all
of the things that we used to do. We speak fondly of the activities that we used to participate in and quickly rattle off
excuses as to why we no longer participate in them.
Have hobbies, coach a little league team, go to church or lodge, and for heaven’s sake take your family out to
the movies or the amusement park or to the mall. Trust people. Put yourself out there, in the community, and help
others. Re-connect with the friends that stopped inviting you to their parties because you always found a reason not
to go. Call the brother or the uncle or the father that you haven’t talked to in seven months because of some stupid
argument that the two of you had over something stupid that neither one of you remembers. Force yourself to get
out of the house and live life. The world is not that dangerous. You will be fine.
The beautiful and terrible reality is that NO ONE can make you do any of these things. You have to make
the commitment to yourself to help yourself. No amount of pushing or prodding or arguing can make a person care.
So make time for yourself and for your family. Get good sleep when you can. Exercise and try to make good food
choices. Be compassionate, optimistic, and respectful. Allow yourself to be happy. Allow yourself to unwind. Be
more active and smile.

Staying Well:
Strategies for Corrections Staff, 2nd Ed.
by Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC

More than 37,000 sold! Available at desertwaters.com
CHAPTERS: The Toll of the Job; Corrections Fatigue; Taking Your Life Back; Professional
Boundaries; Families in Corrections; Psychological Trauma; Depression; Moral Injury;
Substance Abuse; Corrections Staff Suicide; A Spiritual Solution; Moving Forward
“I personally believe that this book will give corrections officers hope. It will also equip them with the tools necessary to be effective at their job while dealing with the stress of the workplace.”
~Denny Kaemingk, Cabinet Secretary, South Dakota Department of Corrections
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“True Grit”—DWCO’s New Course!
For several years now agencies that have instructors certified to offer DWCO’s signature course, “From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™,” have asked for more training material—for a sequel. Corrections personnel want—
and need—to continue to develop their skill sets, in order to manage work and “life” challenges more effectively.
We are thankful to announce that we now do have the sequel to CF2F to offer—which is also a stand-alone
course entitled, “True Grit: Building Resilience in Corrections Professionals,” authored by Caterina Spinaris, Ph.D., LPC.
By resilience we mean the capacity to endure high-stress events and bounce back, with relative resistance to
possible negative effects of such experiences (Spinaris, 2017).
“True Grit: Building Resilience in Corrections Professionals” is positive, practical, empowering,
engaging, motivating—and even FUN! It is packed with skill-based tools derived from evidenceinformed factors that promote resilience in military and other populations, and adapted to
corrections employees’ work realities.
“True Grit” combines research findings on psychological and neurophysiological correlates of resilience
(presented in comprehensible layman’s language) with in-depth addressing of occupational demands, work/life balance issues and health concerns faced by the corrections workforce.
“True Grit” can be offered as a stand-alone 8-hour workshop, as a follow-up to the CF2F course, or as a 5day Instructor training, with certification. For more details, please contact us.

Published with permission.

Your Newsletter was thoroughly enjoyed—just as all those you have sent me throughout the years past.
The Stress & Trauma article compelled me to respond in this fashion: “Lord, help me feel another’s woe, to hide the
fault I see, that mercy I to others show, that mercy show to me;” an anonymous prayer that I remembered from past
that seemed so aptly pertinent to this content. It is something that has offered me solace and perspective, especially
when I have experienced cumulative stress that would otherwise result in cynicism, so often experienced by those of us
in the law enforcement profession.
Your article related to Relevant Research brought my attention to a saying that my psychopathology professor in graduate school shared regarding anxiety/worry. His definition of worry was “faith in the negative.” This seemed so simplistic, yet so concise and to the point of where we may be prone to place our faith during anxious times.
Ron Sands
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40 Days of Resilience-Boosting Tips—COMING UP!
By Caterina Spinaris, Ph.D., LPC
Working in prisons, jails, probation, and parole requires PSYCHOLOGICAL RESILIENCE for staff to be able to
stay healthy, be effective on the job and in their personal lives, and find meaning and fulfillment in their careers.
The reason for this is that corrections personnel are repeatedly exposed to multiple types of high-stress
events, including potentially traumatic events. If corrections staff do not have healthy ways to deal with their impact,
they can get worn down over time due to the cumulative negative effects of such exposure.
What do we mean by resilience? There are many definitions of this term in the research literature. The way I
define it at present is that psychological resilience is the capacity to endure effectively and recover from high-stress
events, with relative resistance to their possible negative consequences.
To address these issues, Desert Waters offers the course “From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™,” and is
now starting to deliver the course “True Grit.”
Given the importance of the topic, Desert Waters wants to do more to assist corrections staff. That is why,
starting on August 4, we’ll be offering resilience tips on Desert Waters’ Facebook page for 40 days. The content to be
shared with you has been very graciously and generously provided by Dr. Donald Meichenbaum, Ph.D., one of the
founders of Cognitive Behavior Therapy, from his book “Roadmap to Resilience: A Guide for Military, Trauma Victims,
and Their Families.” These tips stem from his 40 years of research and clinical work on treating psychological trauma.
Studies of the general population indicate that the vast majority—about 75%—of people exposed to traumatic
events “bounce back,” recover from the impact, and go on to lead normal lives (Masten, 2015; Tsai et al., 2017). The
question is, “What does that 75% of the trauma-exposed population do to be able to bounce back?”
We do know that you, corrections professionals, are on the whole remarkably resilient. You deal with traumatic and other adverse work incidents over and over, and go back to do your job, day after day—sometimes for decades. Yet, a significant percentage bears the scars of traumatic exposure (Spinaris et al., 2012), and could benefit
from helpful tips. In fact, all of us would benefit from practicing such suggestions, even as preventative measures.
Our “40 Days of Resilience-Boosting Tips” will present 1 to 3 such tips daily over the span of 40 days on Desert
Waters’ Facebook page, starting on the 4th of August, 2017. Be sure to join us, and then get ready to start putting
some of these tips to regular practice (if you’re not doing them already)! We love you, and we want you to be WELL!
REFERENCES
 Masten, A. (2015). Ordinary Magic: Resilience in Development. Guilford Press.
 Meichenbaum, D. (2014). “Roadmap to Resilience: A Guide for Military, Trauma Victims, and Their Families.” Institute Press.
 Spinaris, C.G., Denhof, M.D., and Kellaway, J.A. (2012). Posttraumatic Stress Disorder in United States Corrections Professionals: Prevalence and Impact on Health and Functioning.
 Tsai, J., Harpaz-Rotem, I., Pietrzak, R.H., and Southwick, S.M. (2017). Trauma, Resiliency and Posttraumatic Growth. APA
Handbook on Trauma Psychology, Volume 2. Washington DC, American Psychological Association.
(Continued on page 6)
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DWCO’s Updated Mission Statement
Desert Waters Correctional Outreach was brought about to serve corrections personnel of all ranks
and all disciplines, and their families.
As our calling and work evolve, we periodically update our mission statement, and we recently did so.
This is our latest mission statement:
“To promote the occupational, personal and family well-being of the corrections workforce
through the provision of evidence-informed resources, solutions, and support.”

DWCO’s Consulting Services
DWCO provides customized consulting services to
corrections administrators to assist them in setting up or
augmenting their staff wellness services in evidence-informed
ways designed to promote staff resilience, professional fulfillment, and overall well-being.
These services are based on DWCO consultants’ unique
combination of clinical, research, and training expertise in
corrections staff well-being, and on decades’ long experience of
working in key positions in corrections agencies.
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Could You Be the Next Joyce Mitchell?
4 Prevention Tips
By Lorry Schoenly, Ph.D., RN, CCHP-RN
This article was posted in the CorrectionalNurse.Net Newsletter after two prisoners escaped from Clinton Correctional
Facility, NY, in June 2015, with the assistance of Joyce Mitchell, the prison tailoring shop instructor. Taking to heart
what is stated here could save careers, families, and perhaps even lives of corrections staff of all disciplines. Reprinted
with permission.
Many of us have been closely watching the unfolding events surrounding the NY Prison Break over the last month.
Here is a timeline of events, concluding with the death of convicted killer Matt and the shooting and capture of convicted killer Sweat in upstate New York. Early in the story Joyce Mitchell, a prison worker who managed the tailor shop
with her husband, was taken into custody for her part is assisting the prisoners.
Those unfamiliar with our patient population find it hard to believe that someone would develop an intimate relationship with a murderer and assist them in this way. Yet, unhealthy inmate relationships are a constant threat and should
be a continual concern for anyone working in the criminal justice system. No one is immune to this work hazard. Here
are my four prevention tips along with some links to prior posts and podcasts on the topic.
Know Your Patients
Prisoners are ten times more likely than the general population to have an antisocial personality disorder (ASPD). That
means many of our patients are sociopaths or psychopaths; individuals who use others to gain what they want without remorse, guilt, or conscience. Among other things, that means that they may appear charming and charismatic in
their interactions with you. Unfortunately, that charm is often “turned on” in order to manipulate and deceive. Always
be aware that things may not be what they seem in the words and actions of patients. Click here for more information
about dealing with lying and manipulative patients.
Know Yourself
Most of us became nurses in order to help people in distress—the injured, ill, and suffering. This motivation can make
us prey to antisocial patients. Empathetic people are natural targets for sociopaths. We are even more vulnerable
when our emotional lives are in turmoil such as when we are having relationship issues (divorce or break-up), work
stress (new job, discipline, understaffed), health issues (illness, pregnancy, new baby), or are under financial stress
(foreclosure, credit card debt). Be aware of your emotional and psychological state when dealing with this patient population.
Remember Where You Are
Many of us spend the majority of our time at work. What is unusual for most people (working behind bars) becomes
normal and common place for correctional nurses. It can become so normal that you forget where you are and who is
nearby. This can result in “letting down your guard” and becoming too familiar with your patients. Talking about your
personal life around workmates and patients alike can make you vulnerable to those interested in gaining rapport and
influence. Small breaches of professional boundaries can lead to great harm. It is unlikely that Joyce Mitchell woke up
one morning determined to help two murderers escape prison. But, she is reported to have been very chummy with at
least one of them, including bringing in meals.
(Continued on page 11)

Could You Be the Next Joyce Mitchell? (continued from page 10)
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Help Each Other
Manipulative patients will note any friction among staff members and use that to their advantage. One of the best
ways to avoid being drawn into an inappropriate patient relationship is to have good working relationships with your
team mates. Present a united front before the patient population and keep any friction or personality differences for
behind the staff-room doors. Talk openly in staff meetings about professional boundary challenges and be willing to
confront team mates who may be slipping into danger. It seems hard to believe that no staff member noticed Joyce
Mitchell’s over familiarity with Matt and Sweat. Would life be different for her right now if someone had intervened?
Learn from this News Event
Could you be the next Joyce Mitchell? It is easy to become accustomed to your surroundings and lose sight of the
relationship goals of some of your patients. We can all learn from the recent events at Clinton Correctional Facility.
Take this opportunity to double down on your professional boundaries with patients and have a conversation with
your workmates about how to prevent inappropriate relationships from starting.
Resources to Keep You Safe
Working with Inmate-Patients Series
Part I: Be Alert for the Con
Part II: Are You a Target?
Part III: Watch for These Techniques
Part IV: Protect Yourself
Podcast Episodes
Avoiding Patient Manipulation with Gary Cornelius
Manipulation: A Significant Stressor for Correctional Nurses with Anita Huft

2017 Instructor Training in Colorado*

“From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™” (CF2F)
Course
Location: DWCO, 431 E. Main St., Florence, CO
September 19–22, 2017
*1. We also offer the 4-day CF2F Instructor Training at your agency location.
2. If you prefer to not train your own CF2F instructors, we provide the 1-day course directly to your
staff. Contact us for more information.

What an Instructor Candidate said about this course:
 “This is an amazing course that has been needed in our department for years. I am tired of hearing people are
dying because of the job. I am so glad that now we have the tools to help our co-workers, and more for supervisors to help them be more aware and understanding of others’ needs, thoughts and emotions.”

~ A. T., Probation & Parole Officer II
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Many Thanks!
Thank you for blessing
the mission of Desert Waters!
Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC
Executive Director
431 E. Main Street, P.O. Box 355
Florence, CO 81226
(719) 784-4727

http://desertwaters.com
Your gifts are tax-deductible.

Individual donors: Anonymous donors, TC & Joellen
Brown, Jeff & Connie Mueller, Kevin & Robin Rivard, Harold
& Carol Severson
Business donors: Elizabeth Gamache, Landshark;
Janice Graham & Company, P.C.
Grantors: El Pomar Foundation
Special thanks also go to: Jeffry Beaty, Cathy Bergquist,
Susan Jones, Gregory Morton, Don Meichenbaum, Jeff &
Connie Mueller, Brent Parker, Bruce Perham, Clayton &
Connie Richardson, Beau Riche, Patti Schniedwind, Lorry
Schoenly, Rachel Shelver, Eleni Spinari, Dave Stephens, Bill
Young

IN MEMORIAM
CO Cynthia Young
EOW 4 July, 2017
Comal County, TX

CO Andre Arline
EOW 16 July, 2017
TCDJ

DWCO Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional
Oasis are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect or represent the views and opinions held by
DWCO Board members, staff, and/or volunteers.
DWCO is not responsible for accuracy of statements
made by authors. If you have a complaint about something you have read in the Correctional Oasis, please
contact us.

Quote of the Month
“You can’t throw a habit out the
window; you have to coax it down
the stairs, one step at a time.”
~ Mark Twain

To promote the occupational, personal and
family well-being of the corrections workforce through the provision of evidenceinformed resources, solutions, and support.

